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Abstract
We construct a family of right coideal subalgebras of quantum groups, which have the prop-
erty that all irreducible representations are one-dimensional, and which are maximal with
this property. The obvious examples for this are the standard Borel subalgebras expected
from Lie theory, but in a quantum group there are many more. Constructing and classify-
ing them is interesting for structural reasons, and because they lead to unfamiliar induced
(Verma-)modules for the quantum group. The explicit family we construct in this article
consists of quantum Weyl algebras combined with parts of a standard Borel subalgebra,
and they have a triangular decomposition. Our main result is proving their Borel subalgebra
property. Conversely we prove under some restrictions a classification result, which char-
acterizes our family. Moreover we list for Uq(sl4) all possible triangular Borel subalgebras,
using our underlying results and additional by-hand arguments. This gives a good working
example and puts our results into context.

Keywords Quantum group · Borel subalgebra · Verma module
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1 Introduction

For a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra g, the maximally solvable subalgebras
are called Borel subalgebras. They are an essential element in the structure theory and
representation theory of g. For example, all Borel subalgebras are conjugate, and all the
finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g are quotients of the induced Verma mod-
ules of one-dimensional characters of the Borel subalgebra. Moreover, any Lie subalgebra
decomposes into a semisimple Lie algebra and a solvable Lie algebra.
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The quantum group U = Uq(g) is a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra
U(g) of a semisimple Lie algebra. I. Heckenberger has proposed to study for quantum
groups an analogous notion: We call a right coideal subalgebra basic if all irreducible finite-
dimensional representations are one-dimensional - this is a representation-theoretic version
of solvability. We call it a Borel subalgebra if it is maximal with this property. Typical
examples are the standard Borel subalgebras U+U0 and its reflections, which is expected
from Lie theory, and is not entirely trivial to prove, see [10] Section 3.3. But already for
g = sl2 and q generic we have an additional one-parameter family of Borel subalgebras:

Example (2.12) In Uq(sl2) there is a family of Borel subalgebras Bλ,λ′ generated by

Ē := EK−1 + λK−1, F̄ := F + λ′K−1, for λλ′ = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

Because of the denominator, these subalgebras do not specialize to q = 1. Different values
of λ, λ′ are related by Hopf algebra automorphisms1 of Uq(sl2).

All these Borel subalgebras are as algebras isomorphic to the quantum Weyl algebra
〈x, y〉/(xy − q2yx − 1), and their finite-dimensional irreducible (thus one-dimensional)
representations are parametrized by values e, f with ef = λλ′, see Lemma 3.29.

In [10] we initiate the study of Borel subalgebras, and as a main tool we use the structure
of the graded algebra. In particular, we study Borel subalgebras which have a triangular
decomposition, then the positive and negative part are character-shifted coideal subalgebras
by [4], see Theorem 2.7 below. In [10] Section 6 we derive from the structure of the graded
algebra a conjectural description of all triangular Borel subalgebras. We have essentially
proven that this description gives necessary conditions, but up to now we cannot prove in
general that the description is sufficient in the sense that we always get indeed an algebra
and that it is basic.

In the present article, we take as a test case the smallest family of our list, which we
call to be with full support. We explicitly construct them as algebras, and prove that they
are Borel subalgebras. This is our main result Theorem 3.3, and the proof is organized in
three steps in Section 3. In its course, we determine explicitly the commutator relations in
Lemma 3.4, the (one-dimensional) irreducible representations in Corollaries 3.18 and 3.27,
and in Lemma 3.19 we rule out larger basic coideal subalgebras by directly proving very
simplified versions of the two main assertions in [10], without any restrictions.

In Section 3.5 we also prove conversely, that any Borel subalgebra with full support (and
some technical restrictions), is a reflection of one of the Borel subalgebras constructed in
this article. The proof depends on an open conjecture 3.24 about prolonging Weyl group
elements, which looks to us very natural and which appears whenever one tries to clas-
sify triangular Borel subalgebras, but already in type An the proof in [14] Section 3.1.3. is
tedious. We would be very interested to see a proof for a general root system – or to see a
counterexample, which would immediately give a new candidate for a Borel subalgebra.

A main reason to construct Borel subalgebras B is that we can study analogues of Verma
modules V (B, χ), induced from any one-dimensional representation χ of B. In our case,
these modules have a non-diagonal action of the Cartan part, but they share some properties
with standard Verma modules. For example, we see in [10] Lemma 4.3 that for any B all

1This is an open orbit under the automorphism group and its two points of closure are λ → ∞, λ′ → 0 and
λ → 0, λ′ → ∞ correspond to the two graded standard Borel subalgebras
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irreducible Uq(g)-modules arise as quotients of some V (B, χ), and in the example Bλ,λ′ for
sl2 we have determined the structure of the Verma modules.

These new modules of Uq(sl2) have already appeared as operator-theoretic construction
[13] and in Liouville theory [12] Section 19. On the other hand, Futorny, Cox and collab-
orators, starting [1, 2] have studied non-standard Borel subalgebras of affine Lie algebras
g; it is conceivable that our construction is related to this construction via Kazhdan-Lusztig
correspondence.

In the present article, we discuss the Verma modules for our new family of Borel subalge-
bras. Since they are a mixture between commuting copies of the quantum Weyl algebra and
a remaining standard Borel part, the resulting representation theory is a mixture between
the theory for Bλ,λ′ and standard highest weight theory.

In a further chapter, we discuss again Borel subalgebra beyond the condition of full
support, and we can give in type An a construction and a list of all possible triangular Borel
subalgebras of this type.

In the last chapter we take the exemplary case A3, write down from our list all possible
triangular Borel subalgebras, and prove in each case by-hand that they are basic right coideal
subalgebras and that they are maximal at least among all triangular basic right coideal subal-
gebras; conjecturally they are Borel, otherwise they are contained in a larger non-triangular
Borel subalgebra. The most interesting is the last example, in which two Weyl algebras
extend one another.

2 Preliminaries

Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra of rank n over the field of complex
numbers C. We denote by � = {α1, . . . , αn} a set of positive simple roots, by � the root
lattice, and by �+ ⊂ � the set of all positive roots. We denote by (, ) the symmetric bilinear

form on R
�, by cij = 2

(αi ,αj )

(αj ,αj )
the Cartan matrix and by W the Weyl group.

Our article is concerned with the quantum group Uq(g) where q is not a root of unity,
see e.g. [7, 11]. This is a Hopf algebra generated as an algebra by elements Eαi

, Fαi
,K±1

αi

for all simple roots αi . We denote its counit, coproduct and antipode by ε,	 and S.
We abbreviate U = Uq(g) and introduce the important subalgebras U0, U+, U− gener-

ated by all Kαi
, Eαi

, Fαi
respectively, and we denote U≥0 := U0U+ and U≤0 := U0U−.

The Hopf algebra U is equipped with a compatible Z
�-grading, such that Eαi

, Fαi
,K±1

αi

have degree αi,−αi, 0. We denote by Uμ the homogeneous subspace of degree μ.
For each simple root αi there is an algebra automorphisms Tsi of U due to Lusztig, which

sends Uμ to Uμ′ with μ′ = μ − 2(μ,αi )
(αi ,αi )

αi . More generally, for any w ∈ W we can define
an algebra automorphism Tw using a reduced expression of w, and Tw does not depend on
this choice. The following subspaces will be crucial and are discussed for example in [7]
Section 8.22 - 8.24:

Definition and Theorem 2.1 For every w ∈ W of length 
 and a reduced expression
w = si1 · · · si
 , we consider the vector space U+[w] spanned by all sorted monomials in
the generators Eαi1

, Tsi1
(Eαi2

), . . . , Tsi1
Tsi2

· · · Tsi
−1
(Eαi


). Then U+[w] is a subalgebra,
which does not depend on the chosen reduced expression or the sorting of the monomials.
The sorted monomials are a basis of U+[w], called Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) basis.

Similarly, one defines for w ∈ W the subalgebra U−[w] spanned by all sorted
monomials in the generators Fαi1

, Tsi1
(Fαi2

), . . . , Tsi1
Tsi2

· · · Tsi
−1
(Fαi


).
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In particular, for w0 the longest element of the Weyl group, and some choice of reduced
expression, this defines root vectors Eβ ∈ U+ for all positive roots β ∈ �+. Altogether,
the quantum group U has a vector space basis of sorted monomials in all Eβ, Fβ, β ∈ �+
together with some Kμ,μ ∈ �, where the Kμ are defined by Kμ = ∏

i K
ai
αi

for μ =∑
i aiαi . The automorphisms Tw and the spaces U+[w] are used inductively to establish

this PBW basis and already appear in [11] in this regard. More general versions appear in
the work of Heckenberger and Schneider on Nichols algebras, e.g. [6].

For w ∈ W and a choice of reduced expression for w0 that starts with w, the space
U+[w] is hence generated by root vectors Eβ with those positive roots β in the subset

�+(w) := {α ∈ �+ | w−1α < 0} = {β1, . . . , β
(w)}.
The subalgebrasU+[w] are no Hopf subalgebras, but they obey a weaker compatibility with
the coproduct.

Definition 2.2 A right coideal subalgebra C of a Hopf algebra H is a subalgebra, such
that 	(C) ⊂ C ⊗ H . A right coideal subalgebra C of a quantum group U = Uq(g) is
called homogeneous if U0 ⊂ C. In particular, C is then homogeneous with respect to the
�-grading given by the adjoint action of the Kμ,μ ∈ �.

For example U− is a right coideal subalgebra, U+ is a left coideal subalgebra. Accord-
ingly, S(U+) is a right coideal subalgebra and S(U−) is a left coideal subalgebra. Define
an algebra automorphism ψ on U by ψ(xμ) = q−(μ,μ)/2xμK−1

μ . Then ψ(U±) = S(U±).

Definition and Lemma 2.3 The image ψU+[w] is equal to S(U+) ∩ U+[w]U0 and it is a
right coideal subalgebra of U+U0.

Similarly, ψU−[w] is a left coideal subalgebra. Thus U−[w]op := SψU−[w] is a
right coideal subalgebra contained in U−. It has a basis of sorted monomials in the gen-
erators Fαi1

, T −1
si1

(Fαi2
), . . . , T −1

si1
T −1

si2
· · · T −1

si
−1
(Fαi


) for a fixed reduced expression w =
si1 · · · si
 .

After multiplication with the Hopf subalgebraU0 we obtain the right coideal subalgebras
U+[w]U0 = ψU+[w]U0 and S(U−[w])U0 = U−[w]opU0

Proof The first assertion is [4] Theorem 2.12. The second assertion follows by applying
the Cartan involution ω, which is a algebra anti-coalgebra morphism. For the description in
terms of inverse Lusztig automorphisms we note that Sψ is an anti-algebra automorphism,
which maps Fα → −q(α,α)/2Fα , and then we directly compare the formulae [7] 8.14 (8)
and (8’) to see

Sψ(Tsi Fαj
) = (−1)rqr(α,α)/2

r∑

k=0

(−1)kqk(α,α)/2F (r−k)
αi

(SψFαj
)F (k)

αi

= (−1)rqr(α,α)/2 T −1
si

(SψFαj
).

We remark that if we would define U+[w]op similarly, then ψU+[w] = S(U+[w]op).

Example 2.4 We want to demonstrate the above definitions on one explicit example: For
the root system of type A2, let w = s1s2. Then U+[s1s2] is spanned by the monomials

(Eα1)
n1 (Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1)

n2
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The coproducts of the algebra generators of U+[s1s2] are
	(Eα1) = Kα1 ⊗ Eα1 + Eα1 ⊗ 1,

	(Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1) = Kα1Kα2 ⊗ (Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1)

+ (Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1) ⊗ 1

+ (q − q−1)Kα2Eα1 ⊗ Eα2 .

The coproducts of the algebra generators of ψU+[s1s2] show a right coideal subalgebra

	(Eα1K
−1
α1

) = 1 ⊗ Eα1K
−1
α1

+ Eα1K
−1
α1

⊗ K−1
α1

,

	((Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1)K
−1
α1

K−1
α2

) = 1 ⊗ (Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1)K
−1
α1

K−1
α2

+ (Eα1Eα2 − q−1Eα2Eα1)K
−1
α1

K−1
α2

⊗ K−1
α1

K−1
α2

+ q−1(q − q−1)Eα1K
−1
α1

⊗ Eα2K
−1
α1

K−1
α2

,

where we divided both by q−1. Similarly, SψU+[w] is a left coideal subalgebra.
The coproducts of the algebra generators of U−[s1s2] are

	(Fα1) = 1 ⊗ Fα1 + Fα1 ⊗ K−1
α1

,

	(Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2) = 1 ⊗ (Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2)

+ (Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2) ⊗ K−1
α1

K−1
α2

− (q − q−1)Fα2 ⊗ Fα1K
−1
α2

.

The coproducts of the algebra generators of ψU−[s1s2] shows a left coideal subalgebra
	(q−1Fα1Kα1) = Kα1 ⊗ (q−1Fα1Kα1) + (q−1Fα1Kα1) ⊗ 1,

	(q−1(Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2)Kα1Kα2) = Kα1Kα2 ⊗ (q−1(Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2)Kα1Kα2)

+ (q−1(Fα2Fα1 − qFα1Fα2)Kα1Kα2) ⊗ 1

− (q − q−1)Fα2Kα1Kα2 ⊗ (q−1Fα1Kα1).

The coproducts of the algebra generators of U−[s1s2]op = SψU−[s1s2] shows a right
coideal subalgebra

	(Fα1) = Fα1 ⊗ K−1
α1

+ 1 ⊗ Fα1 ,

	(Fα1Fα2 − qFα2Fα1) = (Fα1Fα2 − qFα2Fα1) ⊗ K−1
α1

K−1
α2

+ 1 ⊗ (Fα1Fα2 − qFα2Fα1)

− (q − q−1)Fα1 ⊗ Fα2K
−1
α1

,

where we divided the first equation by−q and (−q)2, respectively, and the second generator
is Fα1Fα2 − qFα2Fα1 = T −1

s1
Fα2 .

We now list three essential results in the theory of coideal subalgebras of quantum
groups: The following theorem was conjectured and proven for type An,Bn in [8, 9] and in
general proven in [5] Theorem 7.3:

Theorem 2.5 The homogeneous right coideal subalgebras C of U≥0 are U+[w]U0 for
every w ∈ W . Similarly, the right coideal subalgebras C of U≤0 are S(U−[w])U0.

Note that after multiplication with U0, the map ψ becomes irrelevant, because it only
multiplies scalars and U0-elements to the generators. Hence for the homogeneous right
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coideal subalgebras we have U+[w]U0 = ψU+[w]U0 and S(U−[w])U0 = U−[w]opU0,
where ψU+[w] and U−[w]op are coideal subalgebras of U+ and U−.

Corollary 2.6 Every homogeneous right coideal subalgebra C ⊂ U is necessarily

C = S(U−[v])U0U+[w] = U−[v]op U0 ψU+[w].

In [3] Theorem 3.8 conditions on w, v ∈ W , such that C is a right coideal subalgebra.
The non-homogeneous right coideal subalgebra inside U≥0 have been classified in [4]

Theorem 2.15:

Definition and Theorem 2.7 For w ∈ W and a character φ : ψU+[w] → C we define

supp(φ) := {β ∈ � | ∃xβ ∈ ψU+[w]β with φ(xβ) �= 0}.
Then we obtain the following right coideal subalgebra called character-shift

ψU+[w]φ := {φ(x(1))x(2) | ∀x ∈ ψU+[w]} = {φ(x(1))x(2) | ∀x ∈ ψU+[w]}.
For any subgroup L ⊂ supp(φ)⊥, we obtain a right coideal subalgebra ψU+[w]φC[L].

Conversely, every right coideal subalgebra C ⊂ U≥0, such that C0 := C ∩ H 0 is a Hopf
algebra, is of this form ψU+[w]φC[L]. Similarly, every right coideal subalgebra C ⊂ U≤0,
such that C0 is a Hopf algebra, is of the form U−[w]opφ C[L].

To construct non-homogeneous right coideal subalgebra C ⊂ Uq(g) we shall in the
following restrict our attention to:

Definition 2.8 We call a right coideal subalgebra triangular, if

C = (C ∩ U≥0)(C ∩ U≤0),

where we denote C≥0 := C ∩U≥0, C≤0 := C ∩U≤0, C+ := C ∩U+ and C− := C ∩U−.

Corollary 2.9 Every triangular right coideal subalgebra C of U , with C0 a Hopf algebra,
is necessarily of the form

U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+

for some w± ∈ W and respective characters φ± and a subgroup L ⊂ supp(φ)⊥.
Note that, conversely, such a product is a-priori just a coideal, and it will be closed under

multiplication only for specific choices of parameters.

Our main interest is the following notion, which extends a standard terminology of the
theory of finite-dimensional algebras:

Definition 2.10 We call an algebra basic, if every finite-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation is one-dimensional. We call a right coideal subalgebra of Uq(g) a Borel subalgebra if
it is basic and it is a maximal right coideal subalgebra with this property.

Example 2.11 All homogeneous Borel subalgebras are isomorphic (via some Tw) to the
standard Borel subalgebra U≥0. For a proof, see [14] or [10] Section 3.3. The fact that U+
and all ψU+[w] are basic is proven by induction on w. The maximality of the basic right
coideal subalgebra U≥0 is proven using the knowledge of all homogeneous right coideal
subalgebras from Theorem 2.6.
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Example 2.12 In Uq(sl2) there is a family of non-homogeneous Borel subalgebras Bλ,λ′
with algebra generators

Ē := EK−1 + λK−1, F̄ := F + λ′K−1, λλ′ = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

All Borel subalgebras of Uq(sl2) are either of this type or the standard Borel subalgebras.
Different choices of λ, λ′ are mapped to one another by Hopf algebra automorphisms of

Uq(g). This open orbit has in its closure the graded Bore subalgebras U≤0 and U≥0.
The condition on λ, λ′ becomes clear if we calculate

[Ē, F̄ ]q2 = [EK−1 + λK−1, F + λ′K−1]q2

= K − K−1

q − q−1
q2K−1 + λλ′K−1K−1(1 − q2)

= q2

q − q−1
· 1,

while for other values of λλ′, the algebra contains K−2 and thus essentially all of Uq(sl2).
Thus as algebra Bλ,λ′ is isomorphic to the quantum Weyl algebra, which is basic, see

e.g. [10] Lemma 3.7. More precisely, the irreducible representations of Bλ,λ′ are Ce,f with
Ē, F̄ acting by any values e, f with ef = λλ′.

Example 2.13 An example for a basic right coideal subalgebra in Uq(sl2), which is not
triangular, is

C = 〈EK−1 + F 〉.
However, it is contained in the larger triangular basic right coideal subalgebra in example
2.12. We expect that this is a rather general pattern.

3 Triangular Borel Subalgebras with Full Support

By Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.9, all right-coideal subalgebras C with a triangular
decomposition and with C0 = C[L] a Hopf algebra, have necessarily the form

U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+ .

In this section we construct and classify triangular Borel subalgebras that fulfill an
additional condition we call full support:

�+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) = supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−).

Note that the inclusion ⊇ always holds, since �+(w±) ⊇ supp(φ±).

Remark 3.1 The reason for introducing this condition is as follows: By Lemma [10] Lemma
6.3, if a triangular C is basic, then necessarily for every β ∈ �+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) there has
to exists a ν ∈ supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−) with ν < β and (ν, β) �= 0. The easiest case is of
course ν = β, but β may not be in the support. In this situation the character shifts Eν, Fν

form a quantum Weyl algebra, and the distance between β and ν indicates in C towers of
generators above a quantum Weyl algebra.

In more general cases the distance between β and ν is a measure of complication, and in
the subsequent Section 4 we will discuss these cases.
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A more severe effect can be seen in the last example in this article for A3: Here we have
both ν, β ∈ supp, so we have a second Weyl algebra at the root β, extending the Weyl
algebra at the root ν. To prove that such a C is basic, one has to inductively prove that it acts
in a certain trivial way on a given irreducible representation.

3.1 Construction

The central construction of the present article is the following:

Definition 3.2 Let supp be a set of pairwise orthogonal simple roots, then we define the
Weyl group element x = ∏

α∈supp sα , which satisfies �+(x) = supp.
For each α ∈ supp, let λ+

α , λ−
α ∈ C

× be arbitrary scalars, such that λ+
α λ−

α =
q2α

(1−q2α)(qα−q−1
α )

with qα := q(α,α)/2. With these scalars we define characters φ−, φ+
on U−[x]op and ψU+[w0] = ψU+ with support supp(φ−) = supp(φ+) = supp by
setting on generators φ−(Fα) := λ−

α and φ+(EαK−1
α ) := λ+

α for α ∈ supp and by
φ+(EαK−1

α ) := 0 for other simple roots α.
Associated to this data, and with L = supp⊥, we define the right coideal subalgebra

C = U−[x]opφ−C[L]ψU+
φ+ .

Our main result for this construction is:

Theorem 3.3 For the right triangular coideal C in Definition 3.2 holds the following:

a) C is a subalgebra.
b) C is a basic algebra.
c) C is a Borel subalgebra.

The proofs are given in the next subsections. We now make some remarks:

• For fixed supp and different choices of λ+
α , λ−

α these coideal subalgebras are mapped to
one another by Hopf automorphisms of Uq(g). Namely, for every set of nonzero scalars
(tα)α∈� there exists a Hopf automorphism that maps Eα, Fα,Kα to tαEα, t−1

α Fα, Kα ,
which is due to the �-grading of the Hopf algebra.

• The graded algebra of C, with respect to the standard filtration of Uq(g), is the homo-
geneous Borel subalgebra U≥0. This is a point in the closure of the open orbit of C

under the Hopf automorphisms above; one could also say it is the limit of all λ−
α → ∞.

Similarly, the filtration of Uq(g) with respect to other sets of simple roots could be used
to describe other points in the closure, and the respective graded algebras of C would
be other homogeneous Borel subalgebras.

3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3 a)

LetC be constructed from supp, x, L, φ±, λ±
α as in Definition 3.2. Our assertion in Theorem

3.3 a) follows immediately from the following explicit commutator relations between the
subalgebras U−[x]opφ− and ψU+

φ+ :
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Lemma 3.4 Choose a regular expression for the longest element w0. For every element
ψ(Eμ), μ ∈ �+ and every simple root vector Fα, α ∈ supp we denote the character-shifts

Ēμ := (φ+ ⊗ id)	(EαK−1
α ),

e.g. Ēα := (φ+ ⊗ id)	(EαK−1
α ) = EαK−1

α + λ+
α K−1

α , λ+
α = φ+(EαK−1

α ),

F̄α := (φ− ⊗ id)	(Fα) = Fα + λ−
α K−1

α , λ−
α = φ−(Fα).

Then we have in the q-commutator relations

[F̄α, Ēμ]q−(α,μ) = 0, for α �= μ,
[
Kλ, F̄α

]
1 = [Kλ, Ēμ]q+(λ,α) = 0, for λ ∈ supp⊥,

[
F̄α, Ēα

]
q−(α,α) = q2

α

qα − q−1
α

.

The relations between different Ēμ, Ēν are complicated, but since character-shift is an
algebra isomorphism, they follow from the respective relations in U+.

The third relation holds by the same calculation as for a single quantum Weyl algebra
in Example 2.12. The second relation clearly holds as the character-shift degrees are in
λ − N[supp]. The challenge is the first relation. We prove it in the present subsection by
rather explicit calculations, using slight generalizations of Lusztig’s maps rα, r ′

α .
The following Definition and Lemmas can be found in [7] Chapter 6:

Definition 3.5 Let x ∈ U+
μ , by which we again denote the subspace of elements in U+

with N
�-degree μ. For all α ∈ � there exist elements rα(x) and r ′

α(x) in U+
μ−α such that:

	(x) = x ⊗ 1 + ∑

α∈�

rα(x)Kα ⊗ Eα + (rest)

	(x) = Kμ ⊗ x + ∑

α∈�

EαKμ−α ⊗ r ′
α(x) + (rest),

where (rest) contains terms in Uμ−νKν ⊗ U+
ν for ν > 0, ν /∈ � in the first equation and for

μ − ν > 0, μ − ν /∈ � in the second equation. In particular we have

rα(1) = r ′
α(1) = 0, rα(Eβ) = r ′

α(Eβ) = δαβ, ∀β ∈ �.

Lemma 3.6 For these maps rα and r ′
α the following relations hold:

a) For all x ∈ U+
μ and x′ ∈ U+

μ′

rα(xx′) = xrα(x′) + q(α,μ′)rα(x)x′ and r ′
α(xx′) = q(α,μ)xr ′

α(x′) + r ′
α(x)x′.

b) For all x ∈ U+
μ and y ∈ U− we have for the inner form

(Fαy, x) = (Fα,Eα)(y, r ′
α(x)) and (yFα, x) = (Fα,Eα)(y, rα(x)).

c) We have (r ′
α)(x) = τrατ (x) for all x ∈ U+

μ with τ the Cartan involution

Lemma 3.7 Let α ∈ � and μ ∈ �+. Then for all y ∈ U−−μ and x ∈ U+
μ we have

Eαy − yEα = (qα − q−1
α )−1(Kαrα(y) − r ′

α(y)K−1
α ),

xFα − Fαx = (qα − q−1
α )−1(rα(x)Kα − K−1

α r ′
α(x)).
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Lemma 3.8 ([7] Section 8.26) For w0 the longest element and α ∈ � holds

Tα(U+[sαw0]) = {x ∈ U+ | rα(x) = 0},
U+[sαw0] = {x ∈ U+ | r ′

α(x) = 0},
where Tα are the Lusztig automorphisms.

Corollary 3.9 Fix a reduced expression of the longest element w0 = s1s2 . . . s
(w0) and
denote respectively �+ = {β1, . . . , β
(w0)}. Let α = βj be a simple root, then for the root
vectors holds

r ′
α(Eβi

) = 0, for i < j,

rα(Eβi
) = 0, for i > j .

Our goal is to prove in Lemma 3.14 a slight generalizations of the coproduct formula in
Definition 3.5 and the product formula in Lemma 3.6, which allows to incorporate different
powers of rαi

for αi ∈ supp a set of orthogonal simple roots, in order to calculate character-
shifts and their commutators. We first prove some technical propositions:

Proposition 3.10 For α, β ∈ � and any Xμ ∈ U+
μ we have for the powers of r ′

α

(r ′
α)n(XμEβ) = cn

α q(μ,α) (r ′
α)n−1(Xμ) r ′

α(Eβ) + r ′i
α (Xμ)Eβ, with cn

α := q1−i
α [i]α .

Proof The case n = 1 is Lemma 3.6. Inductively we easily get

(r ′
α)n(XμEβ)

= (r ′
α)n−1(q(α,μ)Xμr ′

α(Eβ) + r ′
α(Xμ)Eβ)

= (r ′
α)n−1(q(α,μ)Xμδαβ + r ′

α(Xμ)Eβ)

(induction) = q(α,μ)(r ′
α)n−1(Xμ)δαβ + cn−1

α q(α,μ−α)(r ′
α)n−1(Xμ)r ′

α(Eβ) + (r ′
α)n(Xμ)Eβ

= (r ′
α)n−1(Xμ)r ′

α(Eβ)(q(α,μ) + cn−1
α q(α,μ−α)) + (r ′

α)n(Xμ)Eβ.

Thus it remains to show q(α,μ)cn
α = q(α,μ) +cn−1

α q(α,μ−α), which follows from the formula

q1−n
α [n]α = q

1−(n−1)
α [n−1]αq−2

α +1, which can be easily shown by direct computation.

Proposition 3.11 For any Xμ ∈ U+
μ

	(Xμ) = Kμ ⊗ Xμ +
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iα ⊗ si

α(Xμ) + (rest),

where (rest) contains terms in Uν ⊗ U for any ν ∈ �+ which is not a multiple of simple

roots. Here si
α(x) = zi

α · (r ′
α)i(x) ∈ U+ for the constant zi

α = zi−1
α

q
2(i−1)
α ci

α

= zi−1
α

qi−1
α [i] ∈ C.

Proof We prove the statement inductively over the height ht(μ) of Xμ. We look at words in
the generators Eα, α ∈ �. For ht(μ) = 1, i.e. Xμ = Eα for an α ∈ �, the claim is trivial.
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Assume the claim is true for elements Xμ ∈ Uμ, then we prove the claim for XμEβ for an
arbitrary β ∈ �:

	(XμEβ) = 	(Xμ)	(Eβ)

= (Kμ ⊗ Xμ +
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iα ⊗ si

α(Xμ) + (rest))(Kβ ⊗ Eβ + Eβ ⊗ 1)

= KμEβ ⊗ Xμ + KμKβ ⊗ XμEβ +
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iαEβ ⊗ si

α(Xμ)

+
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iαKβ ⊗ si

α(Xμ)Eβ + (rest)′,

where (rest)′ contains terms of (rest) and (rest)Eβ. We want to prove that:

KμEβ ⊗ Xμ + ∑
α∈�

∑
i Ei

αKμ−iαEβ ⊗ si
α(Xμ)

+∑
α∈�

∑
i Ei

αKμ−iαKβ ⊗ si
α(Xμ)Eβ + (rest)′

= ∑
α∈�

∑
i Ei

αKμ+β−iα ⊗ si
α(XμEβ) + (rest)new .

(1)

Let us first consider the case α �= β, here

KμEβ ⊗ Xμ +
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iαEβ ⊗ si

α(Xμ) + (rest) ∈ (rest)new .

It remains to prove that
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iαKβ ⊗ si

α(Xμ)Eβ =
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ+β−iα ⊗ si

α(XμEβ)

This holds if and only if si
α(Xμ)Eβ = si

α(XμEβ). The latter, however, follows from the
corresponding property of r ′i

α .
Now we consider the case β = α. Here: Xμ = Xμsα(Eα). So we can rewrite the left

hand side of Eq. 1 as:

KμEα ⊗ Xμsα(Eα) +
∑

α∈�

∑

j≥2

q(μ−(j−1)α,α)Ej
αKμ+α−jα ⊗ sj−1

α (Xμ)sα(Eα)

+
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ−iαKα ⊗ si

α(Xμ)Eβ + (rest)′

=
∑

α∈�

∑

j≥1

q(μ−(j−1)α,α)Ej
αKμ+α−jα ⊗ sj−1

α (Xμ)sα(Eα)

+
∑

α∈�

∑

i

Ei
αKμ+α−iα ⊗ si

α(Xμ)Eβ + (rest)′.

Comparing this to the right hand side of Eq. 1, it remains to prove that for all i:

si
α(Xμ)Eβ + q(μ−(i−1)α,α)si−1

α (Xμ)sα(Eα) = si
α(XμEα).

This in turn follows directly from the definition of sα and Proposition 3.10.

The following assertion may be obvious for the expert reader:

Proposition 3.12 For all r ′
α and rα as in Definition 3.5 the following equations hold:

a) For all α, β ∈ �:
rαr ′

β = r ′
βrα .
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b) For α, β ∈ � with either α = β or α ⊥ β:

rαrβ = rβrα .

c) For α, β ∈ � with either α = β or α ⊥ β:

r ′
αr ′

β = r ′
βr ′

α .

Proof We prove the statements again by induction on ht(μ) for elements Xμ ∈ U+:

a) For μ ∈ � both sides are 0. For an arbitrary γ ∈ �, μ ∈ �+ the product XμEγ :

rαr ′
β(XμEγ ) = rα(q(β,μ)Xμδβγ + r ′

β(Xμ)Eγ )

= q(β,μ)rα(Xμ)δβγ + r ′
β(Xμ)δαγ + q(γ,α)rαr ′

β(Xμ)Eγ .

On the other side:

r ′
βrα(XμEγ ) = r ′

β(Xμδαγ + q(α,γ )rα(Xμ)Eγ )

= r ′
β(Xμ)δαγ + q(β,α)q(β,μ−α)rα(Xμ)δβγ + q(γ,α)r ′

βrα(Xμ)Eγ

= r ′
β(Xμ)δαγ + q(β,α)q(β,μ−α)rα(Xμ)δβγ + q(γ,α)rαr ′

β(Xμ)Eγ .

b) Here for μ ∈ � both sides are 0. For μ ∈ �+, γ ∈ � and arbitrary α, β ∈ � we
consider first rαrβ:

rαrβ(XμEγ ) = rα(Xμδβγ + q(β,γ )rβ(Xμ)Eγ )

= rα(Xμ)δβγ + q(β,γ )rβ(Xμ)δαγ + q(β,γ )q(γ,α)rαrβ(Xμ)Eγ .

On the other side we get for rβrα:

rβrα(XμEγ ) = rβ(Xμ)δαγ + q(γ,α)rα(Xμ)δβγ + q(β,γ )q(γ,α)rβrα(Xμ)Eγ .

By the induction hypothesis, the two sides are equal, if

rα(Xμ)δβγ + q(β,γ )rβ(Xμ)δαγ = rβ(Xμ)δαγ + q(γ,α)rα(Xμ)δβγ .

This is true if and only if α = β or (α, β) = 0. The proof of c) is analogous to b).

We can now state our generalizations of the coproduct formula in Definition 3.5 and the
product formula in Lemma 3.6 for our purposes:

Definition 3.13 Fix a set supp ⊂ � consisting of pairwise orthogonal simple roots. Then
for any ᾱ = ∑

αk∈supp ikαk in Nsupp ⊂ �+ we define

rᾱ(x) :=
(

∏

k

(rαk
)ik

)

(x) ∈ U+.

This is well-defined since the rαk
commute by Proposition 3.12.

Lemma 3.14 Fix supp, ᾱ, rᾱ as in Definition 3.13, then for any elements Xμ ∈ U+
μ and

simple root vector Eγ holds the following generalization of Lemma 3.6 and 3.10:

rᾱ(XμEγ ) =
∑

k∈supp(ᾱ)

cik
αk

q(μ,αk)rᾱ−αk
(Xμ)rαk

(Eβ) + rᾱ(Xμ)Eβ.
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Moreover, in generalization of Proposition 3.11 we have the coproduct formula

	(Xμ) = Kμ ⊗ Xμ +
∑

ᾱ

EᾱKμ−ᾱ ⊗ sᾱ(Xμ) + (rest),

where zᾱ = ∏
k z

ik
αk

∈ C and (rest) contains terms in Uν ⊗ Uμ−ν , such that ν ∈ � is not a
linear combination of pairwise orthogonal roots αk ∈ supp.

Proof We prove the first statement with induction on |supp(ᾱ)|. For n = 1 the claim follows
from Lemma 3.10. Consider a root as above ᾱ = ∑

k ikαk , then for an arbitrary j with

ij �= 0 in particular we get rᾱ = r
ij
αj

∏
k �=j r

ik
αk
. We call

∑
k �=j ikαk = ᾱ′, so ᾱ = ᾱ′ + ij αj

and for the root ᾱ′ the claim follows from the induction hypothesis.

rᾱ(XμEγ ) = r
ij
αj

rᾱ′(XμEγ )

= r
ij
αj

(
∑

k∈supp(ᾱ′)
cik
αk

q(μ,αk)rᾱ′−αk
(Xμ)rαk

(Eβ) + rᾱ′(Xμ)Eβ)

=
∑

k∈supp(ᾱ′)
cik
αk

q(μ,αk) rᾱ′+ij αj −αk
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rᾱ−αk

(Xμ)δαkβ+c
ij
αj

q(αj ,μ) rᾱ′r
(ij −1)
αj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
rᾱ−αj

(Xμ)rαj
(Eβ)

+ rᾱ′+ij αj
(Xμ)Eβ

=
∑

k∈supp(ᾱ)

cik
αk

q(μ,αk)rᾱ−αk
(Xμ)δαkβ + rᾱ(Xμ)Eβ.

This proves the first statement. The proof of the second statement works then analogous to
the proof of Proposition 3.11

Corollary 3.15 Let φ be a character on a right coideal subalgebra A of ψU+, whose
support supp(φ) contains only orthogonal simple roots. For any element Xμ ∈ A in degree
μ the character-shift

X̄μ := (φ ⊗ id)	(Xμ)

has the following expression in terms of sᾱ from Lemma 3.14

X̄μ = Xμ +
∑

0<ᾱ<μ

λᾱsᾱ(Xμ),

where ᾱ = ∑
αk∈supp ikαk and we abbreviate λᾱ := ∏

φ(Eαk
)ik .

We finally prove as main result the commutator relations we asserted:

Proof of Lemma 3.4 Consider an element r ′
α(sᾱ(Xμ)). By definition, with i = (ᾱ,α)

(α,α)
+ 1

r ′
α(sᾱ(Xμ)) = sᾱ+α(Xμ)q−1

α [i] = sᾱ+α(Xμ)(q−i−1
α

q2i
α − 1

qα − q−1
α

).

Inserting 3.15 in the asserted commutator-formula [F̄α, Ēμ]q−(α,μ) = 0 yields

[Fα+λ′
αK−1

α , X̄μ]q−(μ,α) =
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ([Fα,sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ ]q−(μ,α) +λ′

α[K−1
α , sᾱ(Xμ)K−1

μ ]q−(μ,α) ).

So to prove the commutator-formula, we have to show
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ[Fα, sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ ]q−(μ,α) = −

∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱλ′
α[K−1

α , sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ ]q−(μ,α) . (2)
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To see this we use Lemma 3.7, this yields for α ∈ � and x ∈ U+
μ

xFα − Fαx = (qα − q−1
α )−1(rα(x)Kα − K−1

α r ′
α(x)). (3)

Consider first the left hand side of (2):
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ[Fα, sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ ]q−(μ,α) =

∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ(Fαsᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ − q−(μ,α)sᾱ(Xμ)K−1

μ Fα)

=
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ(Fαsᾱ(Xμ) − sᾱ(Xμ)Fα)K−1
μ

(use 3) = −
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ(qα − q−1
α )−1(rα(sᾱ(Xμ))Kα − K−1

α r ′
α(sᾱ(Xμ)))K−1

μ

(Xμ now root vector; use Cor. 3.9) =
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱ(qα − q−1
α )−1q−(α,μ−ᾱ−α)r ′

α(sᾱ(Xμ))K−1
μ K−1

α

=
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱsᾱ+α(Xμ)K−1
μ K−1

α q−i−1
α

q2i
α − 1

qα − q−1
α

(qα−q−1
α )−1q−(α,μ)qi

α

=
∑

α≤ᾱ

λᾱλ−1
α sᾱ(Xμ)K−1

μ K−1
α q−1

α

q2i−2
α − 1

qα − q−1
α

(qα − q−1
α )−1q−(α,μ).

On the right hand side of the Eq. 2 we have:

−
∑

0≤ᾱ

λᾱλ′
α[K−1

α , sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ ]q−(μ,α) =−∑

0≤ᾱ λᾱλ′
α(K−1

α sᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ − q−(μ,α)sᾱ(Xμ)K−1

μ K−1
α

= −∑
α≤ᾱ λᾱλ′

αsᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ K−1

α q−(μ,α)(q2i−2
α − 1).

Comparing both sides we get:
∑

α≤ᾱ λᾱλ−1
α sᾱ(Xμ)K−1

μ K−1
α q−1

α
q2i−2
α −1

qα−q−1
α

(qα − q−1
α )−1q−(α,μ)q2

α

= −∑
α≤ᾱ λᾱλ′

αsᾱ(Xμ)K−1
μ K−1

α q−(μ,α)(q−2i
α − 1).

But this follows from the condition on λ+
α λ−

α .

3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3 b)

For supp, x, L, φ±, λ±
α as in Definition 3.2 we prove that the triangular right coideal

subalgebra
C := U−[x]opφ−C[L]ψU+

φ+
is a basic algebra i.e. every finite-dimensional irreducible representation is one-dimensional.

Remark 3.16 The following proof works for smaller Weyl group elements than w+ = w0.
The proof crucially relies on the large choice L = supp⊥, but we believe this is not
necessary for the assertion. However, for smaller L the set of irreducible modules is larger.

The following fact slightly expands the fact that standard Borel subalgebras are basic:

Lemma 3.17 Let w ∈ W and L ⊂ �, such that for every μ ∈ �+(w) there exists a ν ∈ L

with (μ, ν) �= 0. Then the right coideal subalgebra C′ := U−[w]opC[L] is basic and
U−[w] acts on all irreducible modules by the counit. The same holds for C[L]ψU+[w].

Proof From Chapter 6 in [5] we know, that U−[w] with w = sαv is isomorphic to a
smash product C[Fα]#Tα(U−[v]). We prove our claim by induction on the length 
(w).
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For 
(w) = 0 the assertion is trivially true, so assume that the assertion holds for the factor
C′′ := Tα(U−[v])C[L], which is isomorphic as an algebra to U−[v]C[s−1

α (L)].
Let V be a C′-module. By induction, the restriction V |C′′ has one-dimensional com-

position factors, on which Tα(U−[v]) acts via ε. So on V |C′′ all elements in ker(ε) act
nilpotently. We consider the nontrivial subspace

V0 := {v ∈ V | h.v = ε(h)v ∀h ∈ Tα(U−[v])}.
Moreover we know that adFα acts on Tα(U−[v]) in the smash product, so for any Xμ ∈
Tα(U−[v])μ we can calculate

XμFα .v = q(μ,α)FαXμ.v + Y .v = 0 with some Y ∈ Tα(U−[v]),
where we used that Xμ, Y acts by ε(Xμ) = ε(Y ) = 0. It follows that Fα preserves V0 and
because V was assumed irreducible we get V = V0. Now assume Fα has an eigenvalue
t �= 0 on V , then the assumed existence of ν ∈ L with (α, ν) �= 0 implies

KνFα = q−(α,ν)FαKν,

so Fn
α on V has eigenvalues tqn(α,ν), n ∈ Z. For q not a root of unity this is a contradiction

to finite dimensionality. Hence also Fα acts by zero.
The two coideal algebras U−[w]opC[L] and C[L]ψU+[w] in the assertion are isomor-

phic to U−[w]C[L] as algebras. Thus also these algebras are basic.
We now return to our right coideal subalgebra in question

C := U−[x]opφ−C[L]ψU+
φ+ .

Define x = ∏
αk∈supp sk , then w0 = xw′ as reduced expression. Since Tx(C[L]) = C[L]

and since the Tsk are algebra isomorphisms, we have in C a graded subalgebra Tx(C
′)

isomorphic to
C′ := C[L]ψU+[w′].

Let V be a representation of C. We apply Lemma 3.17 to C′, which asserts that we have a
nontrivial Tα(C′)-submodule

V0 := {v ∈ V | h.v = ε(h)v ∀h ∈ Tα(U−[w′])}.
We claim that V0 is a C-submodule, hence by irreducibility V0 = V : Character-shifts Ēα

have again an adjoint action on Tα(U−[w′]), so if the latter acts trivial, they q-commute
with them. Character-shifts F̄α q-commute with them by the commutator formula 3.4.

Corollary 3.18 The action of C on an irreducible module V factors over the algebra

C̄ = C[L]
⊗

αk∈supp
〈Ēα, F̄α〉,

where each 〈Ēα, F̄α〉 is a quantum Weyl algebra by choice of λ+
α λ−

α .

In particular V is 1-dimensional and thus C a basic algebra, which concludes the proof
of Theorem 3.3 b).

3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3 c)

We prove in this section that the triangular basic right coideal subalgebra C with
supp, x, L, φ±, λ±

α as in Definition 3.2 is maximal among all basic right coideal subalge-
bras, so it is a Borel subalgebra.
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Lemma 3.19 C is maximal among all triangular basic right coideal subalgebras. Since L

and ψU+
φ+ are already maximal, this means proving that any C̃ := U−[xsi]opφ−C[L]ψU+

φ+
cannot be basic (if it is indeed an algebra).

Proof This would be a corollary of our new structural results in [10] Lemma 6.3 on the
graded algebra of triangular right coideal subalgebras, where they apply.

However in this small case, the same argument can be done quickly by hand: The new
character-shifted root vector F̄x(αi ), with all reflections in x commuting, can be written
down easily and has as highest term a nonzero multiple of Fαi

. We remark this is an easy
special case of [10] Lemma 5.20. Since also Eαi

∈ C, we have a copy of Uq(sl2) in C, and
it is easy to construct a higher-dimensional irreducible representation of C by restricting an
irreducible Uq(g)-module L(λ) with (λ, αi) �= 0 to C. We remark this is an easy special
case of [10] Lemma 6.3.

Disproving the existence of a non-triangular basic right coideal subalgebra C̃ is in general
very difficult, compare the restriction in the end of Theorem 3.25 and the restrictions in
Chapter 3.2. However, in the present case we can rely on the maximality of ψU+

φ+ to reduce
it to the triangular case, as follows:

Proposition 3.20 If C̃ is a Borel subalgebra, then C̃ ∩ U0 is a Hopf algebra.

Proof For Kλ ∈ C̃ any finite-dimensional irreducible representation of C̃〈K−1
λ 〉 restricts to

an irreducible C̃-representation, so C̃〈K−1
λ 〉 is another basic right coideal subalgebra.

Lemma 3.21 Let C̃ be a right coideal subalgebra with C̃ ∩U0 a Hopf algebra and assume
that ψU+

φ+ ⊂ C̃. Then C̃ is already triangular.

Proof Take a set of generators of C̃ together with the character-shifted ĒμK−1
μ . For every

generator not contained in U−U0, we consider the terms in positive highest degree and sub-
tract a suitable polynomial in the Ēμ. This process terminates if we found a set of generators
contained in U−U0 together with the generators ĒμK−1

μ .

The case of triangular C̃ was already treated in Lemma 3.19, so this concludes the proof
of Theorem 3.3 c).

Remark 3.22 We remark that finer results (for example in concrete examples of non-
triangular coideal subalgebras) can be obtained from the following theorem [15] Theorem
3.11, which was proven by iteratively simplifying an generator set of an arbitrary right
coideal subalgebra using commutators and coproducts:

Let C̃ be a right coideal subalgebra with C̃ ∩ U0 a Hopf algebra, then there exists a set
of algebra generators, which are of the form

a · (Fν)φF
+ · · · + c · (Eμ)φE

Kμ−ν,

where all intermediate terms are in degree −ν � λ � μ. One might even hope for a set of
generators

a · (Fν)φF
+ b · K−ν + c · (Eμ)φE

Kμ−ν,

for a, b, c ∈ C and with respect to suitable reduced expressions.
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3.5 Classification

We conjecture that the following holds (and ask if the additional condition can be removed)

Conjecture 3.23 Every triangular Borel subalgebra, so necessarily of the form

C := U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+

that fulfills the full-support condition

�+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) = supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−)

and in addition fulfills supp(φ+) = supp(φ−), is isomorphic (via Lusztig’s automor-
phisms2) to one of the algebras C in Definition 3.2.

We can prove this depending on another conjecture about filling upWeyl group elements,
which seems very natural but hard. For type An it was proven in [14] Section 3.1.3. We
would be very interested in a general proof.

Conjecture 3.24 Fix w+, w− ∈ W and assume supp := �+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) is not empty
and consists of pairwise orthogonal roots. Then equivalently:

(1) There exist elements w′+, w′− ∈ W with �+(w+) ⊆ �+(w′+), �+(w−) ⊆ �+(w′−),
such that the following relations hold:

�+(w′+) ∩ �+(w′−) = supp and �+(w′+) ∪ �+(w′−) = �+.
(2) There exists an element w′′+ ∈ W such that �+(w+) ⊆ �+(w′′+) and w′′+ has a

reduced expression with supp = {β
(w′′
1 )−|supp|+1, . . . , β
(w′′

1 )}.
We prove their equivalence at the end of this section, and comment on the conjecture.

The rest of this section is devoted to proving Conjecture 3.23 from Conjecture 3.24(1):

Theorem 3.25 Assume we are given a triangular right coideal subalgebra

C = U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+ ,

such that �+(w+)∩�+(w−) = supp(φ+) = supp(φ−) =: supp, and let x = ∏
αk∈supp sαk

.
Now assume the existence of elements w′+ > w+, w′− > w− as in Conjecture 3.24. Then:

a) The characters φ± can be extended to characters φ′± on �+(w′±), defining a coideal

C′ = U−[w′−]op
φ′−

C[L]ψU+[w′+]φ′+ .

b) By definition of x we can write w′− = v−1x with 
(w′−) = 
(v−1) + 
(x), moreover
by definition of w′−, w′+ we have vw′+ = w0 the longest element. Then the Lusztig
automorphism Tv maps C′ to

Tv(C
′) = U−[x]op

Tv(φ′−)
C[v(L)]ψU+[w0]Tv(φ′+).

In particular C′ and Tv(C
′) are coideal subalgebras.

c) If C is a Borel subalgebra, then C = C′ and Tv(C) is one of the algebras in Definition
3.2, which proves Conjecture 3.23

2The reader be advised, that in general the Lusztig automorphism does not preserve coideals.
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Note that the converse is not implied, since there could be non-triangular C′′ ⊃ C, such
that Tv(C

′′) is not a coideal subalgebra. At least our proof shows that C′ is maximal among
all triangular basic right coideal subalgebras.

Proof a) The extension of the characters follows from the following Remark in [4] p.12:
Let � ⊂ �+(w) such that � contains pairwise orthogonal roots 
(

∏
β∈� sβw) =


(w) − |�|. Then this property implies that after deleting all reflections si in a reduced
expression of w, then the result is still a reduced expression.

b) We already know that for w′− there is a reduced expression w′− = si1 . . . si
(w′−)
, such

that supp = {βi
(w′−)−|B|+1
, . . . , βi
(w′−)

}. We define: v−1 := si1 . . . si
(w′−)−|supp| and x :=
si
(w′−)−|supp|+1

. . . si
(w′−)
, such thatw′− = v−1x and from the choice ofw′+ we get vw′+ =

w0, as �+(w′+) ∪ �+(w′−) = �+, moreover �+(x) consists of pairwise orthogonal
simple roots, by Definition of supp.

Let us consider the PBW generators of C: As C is triangular, all of them lie in
ψU+[w′+]φ+ , U−[v−1x]opφ− and C[L]. Let’s consider first U−[v−1x]opφ− . Due to the

choice of the reduced expression of v−1x, the basis elements of U−[v−1x]opφ− have the
following form:

F̄μ =
{

Fμ + φ−(Fμ)K−1
μ for μ ∈ supp(φ−),

Fμ otherwise.

Thus we get for the Lusztig automorphism Tv:

Tv(F̄μ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Tv(Fμ) + φ−(Fμ)Tv(K
−1
μ ) =

Tv(Fμ) + Tv(φ−)(Tv(Fμ))Tv(K
−1
μ ) = Tv(Fμ) for μ ∈ supp(φ−),

Tv(Fμ) = Tv(Fμ) otherwise.

The same is true for the basis elements of ψU+[w′+]φ+ .
With these considerations, we can argue analogously to non-character-shifted right

coideal subalgebras in [3] and obtain the assertion: As �+(w′+) ∪ �+(w′−) = �+ and
�+(w′+) ∩ �+(w′−) = supp we get 
(xw′+) = 
(w0), so:

Tv(U
−[v−1x]opφ−C[L′]ψU+[w′+]φ+) =

Tv(U
−[v−1]opφ−T −1

v (U−[x]opTv(φ−)))Tv(C[L′])Tv(ψU+[w′+]φ+)

= TvU
−[x]opTv(φ−)Tv(C[L′])ψU+[v]Tv(φ−)Tv(ψU+[w′+]φ+)

= U−[x]opTv(φ−)Tv(C[L′])ψU+[vw′+]Tv(φ+)

= U−[x]opTv(φ−)Tv(C[L′])ψU+[w0]Tv(φ+).

c) If the right coideal subalgebra

Tv(C
′) = U−[vw′−]op

Tv(φ′−)
C[v(L)]ψU+[x]Tv(φ′+)

would not be of the form asserted in Definition 3.2, namely vw′− = w0, then we con-
sider a respective larger triangular right coideal subalgebra C′′, which is then basic,
because Tv(C

′′) is basic and Tv is an algebra isomorphism.
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Proof of the equivalence in Conjecture 3.24 “‘⇒”’ Let w′−, w′+, fulfilling 1) be given i.e.
�+(w′−) ∩ �+(w′+) = supp and �+(w′−) ∪ �+(w′+) = �+. Now we construct for w′′+ :=
w′+ a reduced expression of the required form.

For this we look at w̄ := w′−w0, where

�+(w̄) ⊂ �+(w′+).

Because for μ ∈ �+(w̄) already w̄−1(μ) < 0 ⇒ w−1
0 w′−1− (μ) < 0 ⇒ w′−1− (μ) > 0 is

true, so μ /∈ �+(w′−) and from �+(w′−) ∪ �+(w′+) = �+ it follows, that μ ∈ �+(w′+).
We can choose now the following reduced expression of w′+: w′+ = w̄x for some x ∈ W

with 
(x) = 
(w′+) − 
(w̄). It only remains to prove

w̄(�+(x)) = supp.

“⊂”: This is true, because the elements in supp are exactly the elements which lie in both
�+(w′−) and �+(w′+). The elements on the left hand side lie in �+(w′+) by construction
and for ν ∈ �+(x) holds w′−1− w̄(ν) = w0(ν) < 0, so they also lie in �+(w′−). Thus we
have found a suitable reduced expression and 2) holds.

“⊃”: This is true, because �+(w̄x) = �+(w′+) ⊃ supp, on the other hand for all ele-
ments μ ∈ �+(w′−), so in particular for all elements μ ∈ supp we have μ /∈ �+(w̄),
i.e. supp ∩ �+(w̄) = ∅. So we get �+(w̄x) ⊃ supp, but supp ∩ �+(w̄) = ∅, so
w̄(�+(x)) ⊃ supp.

“‘⇐”’ Assume there exists a w′′+ = s1 . . . sk with supp = {βi , . . . , βk} for an i.
Then we choose w′+ := w′′+ and w′− := s1 . . . si−1w0 and show that these elements fulfill

1): We know
�+(w′+) ∪ �+(w′−) = �+,

as for μ /∈ �+(w′−) we have w−1
0 si−1 . . . s1(μ) > 0 ⇒ si−1 . . . s1(μ) < 0, so μ ∈

�+(w′+). Moreover, we know

�+(w′+) ∩ �+(w′−) = supp,

as for all βj ∈ �+(w′+) is βj ∈ �+(w′−) ⇔ j > i ⇔ βj ∈ supp.

We close by some remarks about Conjecture 3.24, which seems to us very natural and
useful in different context, but we could neither proof is nor find it in references:

A tuple (w+, w−) with �+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) mutually orthogonal, that poses a violation
for conjecture 3.24, i.e. that cannot be prolonged, would mean that for all simple roots αi we
have w+(αi) < 0 or w−1− w+(αi) < 0, and w−(αi) < 0 or w−1+ w−(αi) < 0. The conjecture
states that this implies already �+(w+) ∪ �+(w−) = �+.

It is sufficient to consider the case were supp ⊂ �, see [14] p. 57.
We remark that [14] Section 3.1.3 claims that Conjecture 3.24 can be proven from the

following conjecture, which also seems a surprisingly natural conjecture and yet difficult,
and which she proves finally for type An :

� ∩ �+(w) ⊂ supp =⇒ � ∩ �+(w) = supp.

We thank Giovanna Carnovale, who proved for us a weaker result in this direction:

Lemma 3.26 Assume the elements of supp := �+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) are pairwise strongly
orthogonal. Assume that �+(w+) ∩ � ⊂ supp and �+(w−) ∩ � ⊂ supp. Then supp ⊂ �.

Proof We prove it by induction on height(γ ) for a γ ∈ supp, which is potentially not a
simple root. Assume first height(γ ) = 2, that is γ = αi + αj . Clearly �+(w) and its
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complement are stable under addition (by a result of Papi, this fact characterizes �+(w)),
so not both αi, αj �∈ �+(w+). Take without loss of generality αi ∈ �+(w+), then by
assumption of the Lemma αi ∈ supp. But this contradicts the assumed strong orthogonality
of supp. Hence supp cannot contain an element height(γ ) = 2.

Now assume inductively that B contains no root of height between 2 and h − 1, but a
root height(γ ) = h. A standard fact of root systems is the existence of a decomposition
γ = αi + β with β ∈ �+. As above, not both αi, β �∈ �+(w+). If αi ∈ �+(w+), then
as above αi ∈ supp contradicts the assumption of strong orthogonality. So we now assume
β ∈ �+(w+), then by inductive assumption β �∈ supp, which implies by definition β �∈
�+(w−). Now we get a contradiction as above, now for �+(w−): Since γ ∈ �+(w−), we
have again by additivity αi ∈ �+(w−), thus by assumption αi ∈ supp, contradicting the
strong orthogonality.

3.6 VermaModules

For the Borel subalgebras constructed in Theorem 3.3,

B = U−[x]op
φ−C[L]ψU+

φ+ , x :=
∏

αk∈supp
sk,

we compute the induced (Verma-)modules representations as in [10] Section 4. We first
clarify the set of characters of the Borel subalgebra:

Corollary 3.27 The finite-dimensional irreducible (hence one-dimensional), representa-
tions of B are in bijection with n-tuples in C×:

tk, ∀αk �∈ supp, ek, fk, ∀αk ∈ supp, where ekfk = λ+
αk

λ−
αk

,

with Kλk
acting3 by tk and Ēαk

, Ēαk
acting by ek, fk and all Ēμ for μ �∈ � acting zero.

Proof We know from the proof in Section 3.3 that the action of B on an irreducible module
V factors over the algebra

C̄ = C[L]
⊗

αk∈supp
〈Ēαk

, F̄αk
〉,

where each 〈Ēα, F̄α〉 is a quantum Weyl algebra. For the Weyl algebra the irreducible
representations are given in Example 2.12.

We compute the underlying vector space:

Proposition 3.28 Inducing up produces an Uq(g)-module, which as a vector space is

V (B,C{tk ,ek,fk}) = Uq(g) ⊗B C{tk ,ek,fk} = U−[xw0]opC[Zsupp]ve,f,t .

The subalgebra U−[xw0]opC[supp] hereby acts by left-multiplication, while Kλk
, Ēαk

, Ēαk

act on the cyclic vector ve,f,t by tk, ek, fk . In particular only the action ofC[L], L = supp⊥
is diagonalizable and tk acts as weights.

We are interested in the decomposition behaviour of these modules. We recall from [10]
Section 4.2 the respective property of the Weyl algebra

3We write Kλk
because it is a convenient generating system of L = Zsupp⊥, but this is not important.
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Lemma 3.29 The induced Uq(sl2)-module with respect to a Borel subalgebra Bλ,λ′

V (Bλ,λ′ , χ) := Uq(g) ⊗Bλ,λ′ Cχ
∼= C[K, K−1]1χ

has a nontrivial submodule V ′ iff for some n ∈ N0

χ(Ē) = ±qn · λ, equivalently χ(F̄ ) = εq−n · λ′.
It is cofinite of codimension n+1, the quotient ϕ : V (Bλ,λ′ , χ) → L(n, ±) is the irreducible
module. The coefficient of the highest-weight vector in L(n, ±) is up to an arbitrary scalar

ϕ0(Ki) = (±qn
α)i .

The respective statement for our Borel subalgebras follows readily:

Corollary 3.30 The Uq(g)-representation V (B,C{tk ,ek,fk}) has a surjection to the finite-
dimensional irreducible module L(λ, ε) for a unique choice of {tk, ek, fk}, namely

tk = ε(Kαk
)q(λ,λk)αk �∈ supp,

ek = ε(Kαk
)q(λ,αk)λ+

αk
αk ∈ supp.

Proof Since V (B,C{tk ,ek,fk}) contains submodules for each Weyl algebra, for a finite-
dimensional quotient we have necessarily ek = εαq

nα
α λ+

α for some εα = ±1 and nα ∈ N.
Our goal is to construct a module homomorphism to (some) quotient of the Verma module
of the asserted weight λ and sign ε.

Using the explicit ϕ0
α : C[Kα,K−1

α ] → C from Lemma 3.29, we define the

ϕ0 : C[Zsupp] −→ C

ϕ0

⎛

⎝
∏

α∈supp
Kiα

α

⎞

⎠ :=
∏

α∈supp
ϕ0

α(Kiα
α ) =

∏

α∈supp

(
εαqnα

α

)iα ,

which can be viewed as a linear map

ϕ0 : C[Zsupp]ve,f,t −→ Cvλ.

By construction, the left-hand side is a submodule of V (B,C{tk ,ek,fk}) with respect to the
Uq(g)-subalgebra

⊗
α∈supp Uq(sl2). Because all Kλk

and Eμ have a commutation relation
with them and they act by tk and 0 on ve,f,t , this is even a submodule with respect to the
Uq(g)-subalgebra

C′ := U−[x]opU0ψU+ ⊃ C.
By construction, ϕ0 is a module homomorphism with respect to C[Zsupp]ψU+[x], with Eα

and Kα acting on ϕ0
α (via precomposition) by 0 and εαq

nα
α , if we set

qnα
α := q(λ,αk), εα := ε(Kα),

and it extends trivially to a module homomorphism with respect to C[Zsupp]ψU+, and it
extends to a module homomorphism with respect to U0ψU+[x] if we set

tk := ε(Kλk
)q(λ,λk).

Otherwise there cannot be a module morphism to L(λ, ε) that factors through the quotients
of the Weyl algebra modules, because there must be a preimage of the highest weight vector.
It is now clear that by the universal property of induced Verma modules, this map ϕ extends
to an Uq(g) module morphism to some quotient of the Verma module

ϕ̃ : U−
C[Zsupp]ve,f,t −→ U−vλ.
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SinceL(λ, ε) is the unique quotient of the standard module V (λ, ε), we can quotient further,
and thus prove the assertion. We remark that ϕ can be upgraded to a C′-module morphism
ϕ to a product of sl2-modules L(nα, εα), which is not necessary for the present proof, but it
gives indications, which quotient U−vλ will arise.

4 Triangular Borel SubalgebrasWithout Full Support in Type An

Now we construct and study arbitrary triangular Borel subalgebras:

�+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) � supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−).

These Borel subalgebras can contain (in view of Lemma [10] Lemma 6.3) non-trivially
character-shifted root vectors Ēμ, F̄μ even though μ /∈ supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−), namely if μ

is not simple and there is a smaller ν < μ with ν ∈ supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−). In more severe
cases, the properly character-shifted root vectors Ēν, F̄ν may generate another quantized
Weyl algebra and the entire Borel subalgebra contains extensions of Weyl algebras.

In this section we restrict to the case An in order to be able to give concrete results,
although we suspect that our ideas here work in general. For the classification results assume
two additional technical restrictions:

supp(φ+) = supp(φ−),

�+(w−) ⊂ �+(w+) (or vice-versa).

Remark 4.1 We briefly remark why these condition might hold for general Borel subal-
gebras: For the first condition, let μ ∈ supp(φ+)\supp(φ−), then there are two cases: If
μ ∈ �+(w−), then F̄μ has probably not undergone a full character-shift (i.e. does not con-
tain terms in degree 0) and thus C was probably not basic. If μ �∈ �+(w−), then C〈Kμ〉 is
probably still triangular basic, but then by adding elements in U0 the support is smaller i.e.
a different set of generators can be chosen with less character-shift. The second condition
could be achieved by applying Lusztig automorphisms, however it is a-priori not clear, that
the image is still a coideal subalgebra.

4.1 Special Weyl Group Elements and Classificatory Remarks

Definition 4.2 In An we consider the following types of Weyl group elements:

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ l ≤ n − i, 0 ≤ k ≤ i − 1 a ∨lk
i is the following Weyl group

element together with a reduced expression:

∨lk
i := sisi+1si+2 . . . si+l si−1si−2 . . . si−k .

Of course �+(∨lk
i ) := {∑r

j=0 αi+j ,
∑0

j=−s αi+j | 0 ≤ r ≤ l, 0 ≤ s ≤ k}.
• For 1 ≤ i ≤ n a palm � i of height h is the following Weyl group element together with

a reduced expression:

� i := ∨l1k1
i ∨l2k2

i · · · ∨lhkh

i .

With 0 ≤ lj ≤ n − i, 0 ≤ kj ≤ i − 1 and the property lj > lj+1 and kj > kj+1.
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Example 4.3 We display the element ∨2,2
3 in A5, which is a palm �3 of height 1:

w = ∨2,2
3 = s3s4s5s2s1,

�+(w) = {α3, α34, α345, α23, α123}.

The elements � i are inverses of the following special elements, that can be defined for
any root system, and they appear below in general:

Lemma 4.4 For a Weyl group element w ∈ W and a root αi ∈ � the following statements
are equivalent:

• the set �+(w−1) contains exactly one simple root, which is αi

• for all j �= i holds 
(sjw
−1) = 
(w) + 1, but 
(siw−1) = 
(w) − 1

• In each reduced expression of w the last factor is si
• For Wi = 〈si , i �= j〉 the parabolic subgroup, the element w is the unique

representative of the left coset wWi with minimal length.

The next theorem spells out necessary conditions for (w−, w+), such that the associated
C can be a Borel subalgebra. Morally the Weyl group element w− has to be a commuting
products of palms � i , with the elements in supp being the bases of every∨i in height l in � i .

Theorem 4.5 If C = U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+ is a basic right coideal subalgebra,

where�+(w−) ⊂ �+(w+) and supp(φ+) = supp(φ−) =: supp(φ), then only the following
choices of w− are possible:

a) In the case supp(φ) = {αi} ⊂ �,

w− = ∨lk
i := sisi+1si+2 . . . si+lsi−1si−2 . . . si−k,

for some 0 ≤ i, l, k ≤ n, as in Definition 4.2.
b) In the more general case supp(φ) ∩ � = {αi}, we have w− some palm of height h

w− = � i := ∨l1k1
i ∨l2k2

i . . .∨lhkh

i ,

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with the property lj > lj+1 and kj > kj+1 and

supp(φ) =
{

i+l∑

k=i−l

αk | 0 ≤ l ≤ h − 1

}

.

c) In the general case supp(φ) ∩ � = {αi1 , αi2 . . .} =: J (pairwise orthogonal), it holds
that w− has �+(w) ∩ � = J and is thus a respective disjoint union of palms.

Proof This directly follows from the fact that �+(w−),�+(w+) cannot both contain
α for a simple root outside of supp. The support in b) follows from the fact that if
�+(w−),�+(w+) contains both β not simple, then there has to be a smaller ν < β with
ν ∈ supp(φ+) ∩ supp(φ−)

Example 4.6 An example for the previous theorem is the palm �3 of height 2 in A5:

w− = �3 = s3s4s5s2s1 s3s2s4,

�+(w−) = {α3, α34, α345, α23, α123, α234, α1234, α2345}.
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Let φ+, φ− be suitable characters with supp(φ+) = supp(φ−) = {α3, α234}.
By Theorem [10] Section 5 the graded algebra of the negative part is

gr(U−[w−]opφ−) ∼= U−[w′−]opC[supp(φ)]
w′− = s4s5s2s1s2s4,

�+(w′) = {α4, α45, α2, α12, α1, α5}.
Overall we expect basic right coideal subalgebras

C = U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+ ,

for all w+ with 
(w′−1w+) = 
(w′) + 
(w+), in particular a Borel subalgebra for

L = 〈K±1
α1

, (K−1
α2

Kα4)
±1,K±1

α5
〉,

w+ = s3s4s5s2s1 s3s2s4 s3,

�+(w+) = {α3, α34, α345, α23, α123, α234, α1234, α2345, α12345}.

4.2 Construction of Borel Subalgebras of Height 1

In the following we want to construct basic right coideal subalgebras which correspond to
palms of height 1 in the previous subsection,

supp(φ) = {αi} ∈ � w = � i = ∨lk
i ,

for some l, k ∈ N0. The property of C being basic implies λαi
λα′

i
= q2

(q−q−1)(1−q2)
for

φ+(ψ(Eαi
)) = λαi

and 0 otherwise and φ−(Fαi
) = λ′

αi
and 0 otherwise.

Lemma 4.7 For type An the following is an basic right coideal subalgebra: Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n

and 0 ≤ l ≤ n − i, 0 ≤ k ≤ i be arbitrarily chosen, then we consider an arbitrary palm of
height 1 with w+ = w− = ∨lk

i which means

�+(w+) = �+(w−) := {
r∑

j=0

αi+j ,

0∑

j=−s

αi+j | 0 ≤ r ≤ l, 0 ≤ s ≤ k},

C := U−[∨lk
i ]opφ−C[L]ψU+[∨lk

i ]φ+ ,

for L = {μ | μ⊥αi} and characters φ+ and φ− with supp(φ+) = supp(φ−) = {αi}.
More precisely C has the following relations between two character-shifted root vectors

for roots μ, ν, μ′ ∈ �+(∨lk
i ):

[Ēαi
, F̄αi

]q(αi ,αi ) = q2

q−q−1

[
Ēμ, Ēν

]
q(μ,ν) = 0

[
F̄μ, F̄ν

]
q(μ,ν) = 0

[
Ēμ, F̄ν

]
q(μ,ν) = 0 if μ �= ν

[
Ēμ, F̄μ

]
q(μ,ν) = q2[Ēμ′ , F̄μ′ ]1 if μ �= αi,

for μ′ =
{

μ − αi+r if μ = ∑r
j=0 αi+j

μ − αi−s if μ = ∑0
j=−s αi+j .
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As a consequence, we remark that similarly, right coideal subalgebras associated to
disjoint unions of palms are basic.

Proof The commutator relations between F ’s and E’s follow from Lemma 3.4, the ones
between E’s follow from explicit calculations in [14] Chapter 3.

Now we prove the basic property: Let V be an arbitrary finite dimensional representation
of C. We consider the restriction to the right coideal subalgebra 〈Ēαi

, F̄αi
〉, which is a quan-

tized Weyl algebra as usual by the choice of characters. We know from Example 2.12, that
on any finite dimensional representation of the Weyl algebra the commutator [Ēαi

, F̄αi
]1

vanishes. In particular, each finite-dimensional representation of the Weyl algebra factorizes

to a representation of the commutative algebra C[e, f ]/(ef − q2

(q−q−1)(1−q2)
).

We now consider the next-largest subalgebra, which is generated by the Weyl algebra
and all Ēμ, F̄μ with μ′ = αi . Due to the commutator relation [Ēμ, F̄μ] = [Ēμ′ , F̄μ′ ]1 we
get that [Ēμ, F̄μ]q(μ,μ) acts trivially on V . Due to Lemma 5.1 for q(μ,μ) �= 1 this implies,

that the elements Ēμ, F̄μ, which q-commute with all elements on V , act trivial.
Consider now inductively the next larger subalgebra with Ēμ, F̄μ for (μ′)′ = αi . From

the relation [Ēμ, F̄μ] = [Ēμ′ , F̄μ′ ]1 and the just proven trivial action of Ēμ′ , F̄μ′ it follows
that the q-commutator acts trivial on V . Inductively we know that all Ēμ, F̄μ with μ �= αi

act trivial on V .
Thus, the category of finite-dimensional representations of C is equivalent to the cat-

egory of finite-dimensional representation of the commutative algebra C[e, f ]/(ef −
q2

(q−q−1)(1−q2)
) and, in particular, all irreducible finite-dimensional representations of C are

one-dimensional.

5 Case Study: All Triangular Borel Subalgebras of Uq(sl4)

5.1 Procedure

We now give all possible triangular Borel subalgebras B of Uq(sl4). More precisely, we
prove that these are basic triangular right-coideal subalgebras, and that they are maximal
among all basic triangular right-coideal subalgebras. In consequence, each entry in the list is
either a triangular Borel subalgebras or there are larger non-triangular Borel subalgebra (we
would always conjecture the former), but there cannot be other triangular Borel subalgebras.
All elements in the list are given up to reflection and up to the symmetry α1 ↔ α3.

We now discuss how the results in this section are obtained. For the height-0 Borel sub-
algebras it follows from our Main Theorem 3.3 that the algebras below are indeed Borel
subalgebras, and from the Classification Theorem 3.25 (since Conjecture 3.24 is proven in
type An) we obtain that these are all triangular Borel subalgebras of this type. An arbitrary
triangular coideal subalgebra is of the form

C = U−[w−]opφ−C[L]ψU+[w+]φ+ .

From [10] Lemma 6.3 (which is proven in type An) we know the necessary condition


(w′−1− ) + 
(w+) = 
(w′−1− w+), �+(w+) ∪ �+(w′−) = �+. (4)

Hence, we go through all possible elements w+ and determine all respectively possible
elements w−. For w+ = w0, we get from Eq. 4 w− can be either w− = s1 or w− = s2, or
w− = s1s3. For w+ with |�+(w+)| = 5 there are the following options: w+ = s1s2s3s2s1
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with w− = s1s2 or w+ = s1s2s3s1s2 with w− = s2s3. For w+ with |�+(w+)| = 4
there are the following options: w+ = s1s3s2s3 with w− = s1s2s3 or w− = s1s3s2s3 and
w+ = s2s1s3s2 with w− = s2s1s3 or w− = s2s1s3s2. From Eq. 4 we can easily see, that no
other options for w± are possible.

For all cases we have to check the following by hand:4

• The coideal C in question is indeed a subalgebra, this is done by writing explicit
commutator relations.

• The coideal subalgebra C in question is basic, this is done using the knowledge of the
commutators and the criterion Lemma 5.1 below, sometimes iteratively.

• There are no larger triangular basic coideal subalgebras from [10] Lemma 6.3. We do
not check that there are no larger non-triangular basic coideal subalgebras.

For the right coideal subalgebras of height 1, construction and basicness follow from
Theorem 4.7. A by-hand criterion is:

Lemma 5.1 Let A be an algebra with some generators, acting on a finite-dimensional
irreducible representation V . Suppose we have an element X such that [X, Y ]cY

= 0 for
every generator Y and any cY . Suppose also that either of the following applies:

a) X acts nilpotently on V .
b) There is K with a nonzero eigenvalue on V and [X, K]cK

= 0, cK not a root of unity.

Then X.V = 0 for any finite dimensional irreducible representation V of A.

Proof By assumption all generators preserve the space of X-eigenvectors to eigenvalue 0,
so it is sufficient to prove the existence of such an eigenvector. Under assumption a) this is
clear. Under assumption b), let v be an eigenvector of K to a nonzero eigenvalue, then all
Xnv are K-eigenvectors for eigenvalue cn

Kλ, so by finite dimension some Xnv = 0 and we
have again found a zero eigenvector of X.

Corollary 5.2 The two scenarios in which we apply below the previous Lemma are:

a) A quantum Weyl algebra commutator X = [Ē, F̄ ], since Example 2.12 shows X must
act nilpotently on any finite-dimensional representation.

b) A root vector Xμ with μ �∈ supp, since then there exists a Kλ ∈ L with q(μ,λ) �= 1.

5.2 The Borel Subalgebra of Standard Type

5.2.1 Borel Subalgebra {} and {α1,α2,α3,α12,α23,α123}

U≥0 = U−[1]opU0ψU+[w0].
This algebra and its reflections are the standard Borel subalgebras. It is basic by

Lemma 3.17.

4A-priori, if such a case would turn out not to be basic, then smaller cases would have to be considered. But
this never happens below and we expect this to be true in general.
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5.3 Three Borel Subalgebras with Full Support

5.3.1 Borel Subalgebra {α1} and {α1,α2,α3,α12,α23,α123}

U−[s1]opφ−〈K±1
α1+2α2

,K±1
α3

〉ψU+[w0]φ+ ,

supp = {α1}, φ+(Eα1K
−1
α1

)φ−(Fα1) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

This is a Borel subalgebra with full support, its commutator relations are given by Lemma
3.4 and it is basic by Theorem 3.3 b).

5.3.2 Borel Subalgebra {α2} and {α1,α2,α3,α12,α23,α123}

U−[s2]opφ−〈K±1
2α1+α2

,K±1
α2+2α3

〉ψU+[w0]φ+ ,

supp = {α2}, φ+(Eα2K
−1
α2

)φ−(Fα2) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

This is a Borel subalgebra with full support, its commutator relations are given by Lemma
3.4 and it is basic by Theorem 3.3 b).

5.3.3 Borel Subalgebra {α1,α3} and {α1,α2,α3,α12,α23,α123}

U−[s1s3]opφ−〈K±1
α1+2α2+α3

〉ψU+[w0]φ+ ,

supp = {α1, α3}, φ+(Eα1K
−1
α1

)φ−(Fα1 ) = φ+(Eα3K
−1
α3

)φ−(Fα3 ) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

This is a Borel subalgebra with full support, its commutator relations are given by Lemma
3.4 and it is basic by Theorem 3.3 b).

5.4 Five Borel Subalgebras of Height 1

5.4.1 Borel Subalgebra {α1,α12} and {α1,α3,α12,α23,α123}

B = U−[s1s2]opφ−〈K±1
α1+2α2

,K±1
α3

, 〉ψU+[s1s2s3s2s1]φ+ ,

supp = {α1}, φ+(Eα1K
−1
α1

)φ−(Fα1) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

Here w− = s1s2 = ∨0,1
1 and the commutator relations and basicness follows from

Lemma 4.7. Given the commutator relations, we could also directly take the quantum Weyl
algebra and apply Corollary 5.1 a), then the other generators commute.
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F̄α1 F̄α1α2

Ēα1
q2

q−q−1 0

Ēα1α2 0 q2[Ēα1 , F̄α1 ]1
Ēα1α2α3 0 0
Ēα3 0 0
Ēα3α2 0 0

5.4.2 Borel Subalgebra {α2,α23} and {α1,α2,α12,α23,α123}

B = U−[s2s3]opφ−〈K±1
2α1+α2

,K±1
α2+2α3

〉ψU+[s1s2s3s1s2]φ+ ,

supp = {α2}, φ+(Eα2K
−1
α2

)φ−(Fα2) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

Here w− = s2s3 = ∨0,1
2 and the commutator relations and basicness follows from

Lemma 4.7. Given the commutator relations, we could also directly take the quantum Weyl
algebra and apply Corollary 5.1 a), then the other generators commute.

F̄α2 F̄α2α3

Ēα2
q2

q−q−1 0

Ēα2α1 0 0
Ēα2α3 0 q2[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1
Ēα2α1α3α2 0 −q−1[[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, Ēα1 ]1
Ēα1 0 0

5.4.3 Borel Subalgebra {α1,α12,α123} and {α1,α3,α123,α12}

B = U−[s1s2s3]opφ−〈K±1
α1+2α2

,K±1
α3

〉ψU+[s1s3s2s3]φ+ ,

supp = {α1}, φ+(Eα1K
−1
α1

)φ−(Fα1) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

Here w− = s1s2s3 = ∨0,2
1 and the commutator relations and basicness follows from

Lemma 4.7. Given the commutator relations, we could also directly take the quantum Weyl
algebra and apply Corollary 5.1 a), then F̄α1α2 commutes with all other generators and we
apply Corollary 5.1 a), then the other generators commute.

F̄α1 F̄α1α2 F̄α1α2α3

Ēα1
q2

q−q−1 0 0

Ēα1α2 0 q2[Ēα1 , F̄α1 ]1 0
Ēα1α2α3 0 0 q2[Ēα1α2 , F̄α1α2 ]1
Ēα3 0 0 q2F̄α1α2
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5.4.4 Borel Subalgebra {α2,α12,α23} and {α2,α12,α23,α123}

B = U−[s2s1s3]opφ−〈K±1
2α1+α2

,K±1
α2+2α3

〉ψU+[s2s1s3s2]φ+ ,

supp = {α2}, φ+(Eα2K
−1
α2

)φ−(Fα2) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

Here w− = s2s1s3 = ∨1,1
2 and the commutator relations and basicness follows from

Lemma 4.7. Given the commutator relations, we could also directly take the quantum Weyl
algebra and apply Corollary 5.1 a), then the other generators commute.

It has the following commutator relations:

F̄α2 F̄α2α1 F̄α2α3

Ēα2
q2

q−q−1 0 0

Ēα2α1 0 q2[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1 0
Ēα2α3 0 0 q2[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1
Ēα2α1α3α2 0 −q−1[[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, Ēα3 ]1 −q−1[[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, Ēα1 ]1

5.4.5 Borel Subalgebra {α1,α3,α123,α12} and {α1,α3,α123,α12}, twoWeyl algebras

U−[s1s3s2s3]opφ−〈K±1
α1+2α2+α3

〉ψU+[s1s3s2s3]φ+ ,

supp = {α1, α3}, φ+(Eα1K
−1
α1

)φ−(Fα1 ) = φ+(Eα3K
−1
α3

)φ−(Fα3 ) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.

This example is still of height one, but it contains two quantum Weyl algebras (and
two respective palms). In the following we give explicit commutator relations. To prove
basicness, we take both quantum Weyl algebras and apply Corollary 5.1 a), then F̄α1α2

commutes with all other generators and we apply Corollary 5.1 a), then the other generators
commute.

F̄α1 F̄α1α2 F̄α1α2α3 F̄α3

Ēα1
q2

q−q−1 0 0 0

Ēα1α2 0 q2[Ēα1 , F̄α1 ]α1 0 0
Ēα1α2α3 0 0 q2[Ēα1α2 , F̄α1α2 ]1 Ēα1α2

Ēα3 0 0 q2F̄α1α2
q2

q−q−1

5.5 The Borel Subalgebra of Height 2

5.5.1 Borel Subalgebra {α2,α12,α23,α123} and {α2,α12,α23,α123}

U−[s2s1s3s2]opφ−〈K±1
2α1+α2

,K±1
α2+2α3

〉ψU+[s2s1s3s2]φ+ ,

supp = {α2, α123}, φ+(Eα2K
−1
α2

)φ−(Fα2) = q2

(1 − q2)(q − q−1)
.
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This is the only example in A3 where in the intersection of �+(w+) ∩ �+(w−) we have
roots β > α both in supp. In consequence this algebra contains an extension of a quantum
Weyl algebra by another quantum Weyl algebra. The commutator relations are given below
explicitly.

To prove basicness, we take the quantum Weyl algebra in α2 and apply Corollary 5.1 a),
so [Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1 acts zero, and most elements commute. Now in this quotient, the subalgebra
〈Ēα1α3α2 , F̄α1α3α2〉 becomes a second quantum Weyl algebra and we again apply Corollary
5.1 a).

F̄α2 F̄α2α1 F̄α2α3 F̄α1α3α2

Ēα2
q2

q−q−1 0 0 0

Ēα2α1 0 q2[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1 0 [[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, F̄α3 ]1
Ēα2α3 0 0 q2[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1 [[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, F̄α1 ]1
Ēα1α3α2 0 −q−1[[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, Ēα3 ]1 −q−1[[Ēα2 , F̄α2 ]1, Ēα1 ]1 −[Ēα2α1 , F̄α2α1 ]1

−[Ēα2α3 , F̄α2α3 ]1
+c(1 − K−2

α1+α2+α3
)
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